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Abstract—We consider the problem of estimating an input
signal from noisy measurements in both parallel scalar Gaussian
channels and linear mixing systems. The performance of the
estimation process is quantified by the `∞-norm error metric
(worst case error). Our previous results have shown for indepen-
dent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian mixture input
signals that, when the input signal dimension goes to infinity, the
Wiener filter minimizes the `∞-norm error. However, the input
signal dimension is finite in practice. In this paper, we estimate
the finite dimensional input signal by minimizing the mean `p-
norm error. Numerical results show that the `p-norm minimizer
outperforms the Wiener filter, provided that the value of p is
properly chosen. Our results further suggest that the optimal
value of p increases with the signal dimension, and that for i.i.d.
Bernoulli-Gaussian input signals, the optimal p increases with
the percentage of nonzeros.

Index Terms—Gaussian mixture, `∞-norm error, linear mixing
systems, parallel scalar Gaussian channels, Wiener filters.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

The Gaussian distribution is widely used to describe the
probability densities of various types of data, owing to its
mathematical advantages [2]. It has been shown that non-
Gaussian distributions can often be sufficiently approximated
by an infinite mixture of Gaussians [3], so that the mathemat-
ical advantages of the Gaussian distribution can be leveraged
when discussing non-Gaussian data models [4, 5]. A set of par-
allel scalar Gaussian channels with a Gaussian mixture input
signal has been used to model image denoising problems [4–
6], while linear mixing systems are popular models used in
many settings such as compressed sensing [7, 8], regression [9,
10], and multiuser detection [11].

Signal reconstruction from noisy measurements is prevalent
in the literature, but the minimization of the `∞-norm error
has received less attention. Our interest in the `∞-norm error
is motivated by applications such as wireless communica-
tions [12], group testing [13], and trajectory planning in
control systems [14], where we want to decrease the worst-
case sensitivity to noise.

This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under
Grant CCF-1217749 and in part by the U.S. Army Research Office under
Grant W911NF-04-D-0003. Portions of the work appeared at the Information
Theory and Applications workshop (ITA), San Diego, CA, Feb. 2013 [1].

B. Problem setting

Let us describe parallel scalar Gaussian channels and linear
mixing systems. In both settings, the input signal x is generated
by an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian
mixture source,

xi ∼
K∑

k=1

sk · N (µk, σ
2
k) =

K∑

k=1

sk√
2πσ2

k

e
− (xi−µk)2

2σ2
k , (1)

where the subscript (·)i denotes the i-th component of a se-
quence (or a vector), µ1, µ2, . . ., µK (respectively, σ2

1 , σ2
2 , . . .,

σ2
K) are the means (respectively, variances) of the Gaussian

components, and 0 < s1, s2, . . . , sK < 1 are the probabilities
of the K Gaussian components. Note that

∑K
k=1 sk = 1.

A special case of the Gaussian mixture is Bernoulli-
Gaussian (sparse Gaussian),

xi ∼ s · N (µx, σ
2
x) + (1− s) · δ(xi),

for some 0 < s < 1, µx, and σ2
x, where δ(·) is the delta

function [2]. The zero-mean Bernoulli-Gaussian model is often
used in sparse signal processing [7, 8, 11, 15–18].

In parallel scalar Gaussian channels [5, 6], we consider

r = x + z, (2)

where r,x, z ∈ RN are the output signal, the input signal,
and the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), respectively.
The AWGN channel can be described by the conditional
distribution

fR|X(r|x) =
N∏

i=1

1√
2πσ2

z

exp

(
− (ri − xi)2

2σ2
z

)
, (3)

where σ2
z is the variance of the Gaussian noise.

In a linear mixing system [7, 8, 11, 16], we consider

w = Φx, (4)

where the measurement matrix Φ ∈ RM×N is sparse and
its entries are i.i.d. (detailed assumptions on Φ appear in
Rangan [16]). Because each component of the measurement
vector w ∈ RM is a linear combination of the components
of x, we call the system (4) a linear mixing system. The



measurements w are passed through a bank of separable scalar
channels characterized by conditional distributions

fY|W(y|w) =

M∏

i=1

fY |W (yi|wi), (5)

where y ∈ RM are the channel outputs. However, unlike the
parallel scalar Gaussian channels (3), the channels (5) of the
linear mixing system are not restricted to Gaussian [15, 16].

Our goal is to estimate the original input signal x either from
the parallel scalar Gaussian channel outputs r (2) or from the
linear mixing system outputs y and the measurement matrix
Φ (4, 5). To evaluate how accurate the estimation process is,
we quantify the `∞-norm error between x and its estimate x̂,

‖x̂− x‖∞ = max
i∈{1,...,N}

|x̂i − xi|;

this error metric penalizes significant errors during the esti-
mation process. The estimator that minimizes the mean value
of ‖x̂− x‖∞ is called the minimum mean `∞-norm error
estimator. We denote this estimator by x̂`∞ , which is

x̂`∞ = argmin
x̂
E [‖x̂− x‖∞] . (6)

C. Related work

In our previous work [19], we dealt with an additive error
metric defined as

D(x̂,x) =

N∑

i=1

d(x̂i, xi), (7)

where d(·, ·) is a scalar function. For example,
when d(x̂i, xi) = (x̂i − xi)2, the value of D(x̂,x) quantifies
the square error between x̂ and x.

We proposed a metric-optimal reconstruction algorithm
that minimizes the expected value of error metrics of the
form (7) [19], where the reconstruction process is performed
component-wise, i.e., for each i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}, d(x̂i, xi) is
minimized separately. However, in contrast to (7), the `∞-
norm error is not additive, because it only considers the
largest component of the vector (x̂ − x), and thus it is not
straightforward to extend the algorithm [19] to minimize the
`∞-norm error.

In a companion paper [20], we proved that, when the input
signal is i.i.d. Gaussian mixture, the Wiener filter provides
asymptotically optimal mean `∞-norm error in parallel scalar
Gaussian channels. The Wiener filter can also be applied
to linear mixing systems (4, 5) to minimize the `∞-norm
error. This extension to linear mixing systems is based on
settings where the measurement matrix Φ is sparse and i.i.d.,
and a linear mixing system can be decoupled to parallel
Gaussian channels [21–23]. The current paper complements
the asymptotic analyses with numerical results for a heuristic
algorithm. A survey of other works involving the `∞-norm
error appears in our companion paper [20].

D. Contributions
While our previous results [20] are asymptotic in nature, the

results provided in this paper are practical in nature. In order to
deal with signals of finite dimension N in practice, we apply
the `p-norm minimizer using the metric-optimal procedure by
Tan et al. [19]. The numerical results show that, with a finite
signal length N , the `p-norm minimizer [19] has lower `∞-
norm error than the Wiener filter.

We also apply the `p-norm minimizer to linear mixing
systems (4, 5). Let us highlight that the channels (5) in the
linear mixing systems are not restricted to Gaussian. Again,
for a finite N , the `p-norm minimizer outperforms the Wiener
filter for `∞-norm error.

The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. We
review background material in Section II, and propose our new
algorithm in Section III. Numerical results and a discussion
appear in Section IV.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Asymptotic optimality of the Wiener filter
For parallel scalar Gaussian channels (2), the minimum

mean squared error estimator, denoted by x̂`2 , is obtained
by the conditional expectation E[x|r]. If the input signal x is
i.i.d. Gaussian (not Gaussian mixture), i.e., xi ∼ N (µx, σ

2
x),

then the Wiener filter achieves the minimum mean squared
error [24]. It has been shown by Sherman [25, 26] that,
besides the `2-norm error, the Wiener filter is also optimal
for all `p-norm errors (p ≥ 1), including the `∞-norm
error. Surprisingly, we have found that, if the input signal is
generated by an i.i.d. Gaussian mixture source, then the Wiener
filter asymptotically minimizes the `∞-norm error. That is, the
largest absolute error between x and x̂ lies in an index that
corresponds to the Gaussian mixture component with greatest
variance.

Theorem 1. [20] In parallel scalar Gaussian channels (2), if
the input signal x is generated by an i.i.d. Gaussian mixture
source (1), then the Wiener filter

x̂W,GM =
σ2
m

σ2
m + σ2

z

(r− µm) + µm (8)

asymptotically minimizes the `∞-norm error, where m =
argmaxk∈{1,2,...,K} σ

2
k. More specifically,

lim
N→∞

E [‖x− x̂W,GM‖∞]

E [‖x− x̂`∞‖∞]
= 1, (9)

where x̂`∞ satisfies (6).

Note that E [‖x− x̂`∞‖∞] is proportional to
√
ln(N).

Therefore, equation (9) implies that the constant in front
of
√
ln(N) converges to the correct constant.

B. Relaxed belief propagation
The set of parallel scalar Gaussian channels (2) has a simple

structure, because each channel ri = xi + zi is separable
from other scalar channels, and thus scalar signal estimation
is optimal (vector estimation will not be better).

However, the estimation process in linear mixing systems is
more complicated. Relaxed belief propagation (BP) [16] is an



algorithm that deals with linear mixing systems. An important
result of relaxed BP is that, after a sufficient number of itera-
tions, relaxed BP calculates a vector q = [q1, q2, . . . , qN ]T ∈
RN , such that estimating each input signal entry xi from the
corresponding qi is asymptotically statistically equivalent to
estimating the input signals x from the outputs y. In particular,
qi is regarded as the output of a scalar Gaussian channel:

qi = xi + vi (10)

for i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, where each channel’s additive noise vi
is Gaussian distributed N (0, µv), and µv satisfies Tanaka’s
fixed point equation [21–23]. The value of µv can also be
obtained from relaxed BP [16]. We note in passing that when
we discuss qi = xi + vi, these are parallel scalar channels
resulting from relaxed BP, and when we discuss ri = xi + zi,
these are true parallel scalar Gaussian channels (2).

After a linear mixing system has been decoupled to scalar
Gaussian channels (10), we can apply the Wiener filter (8)
to q. Theorem 1 indicates that application of the Wiener filter
to q asymptotically minimizes the mean `∞-norm error.

III. THE MEAN `p-NORM MINIMIZER

A. Parallel scalar Gaussian channels
The channels ri = xi + zi for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} are

separable from each other. If the error metric is additive (7)
and thus also separable, then estimating the input signal x
from the channel outputs r can be reduced to scalar estimation
(estimating xi from ri), which is simple to implement in a
computationally efficient manner. However, the `∞-norm error
only considers the component with greatest absolute value, and
does not have an additive form (7). Recall that the definition
of the `p-norm error between x̂ and x is

‖x̂− x‖p =


 ∑

i∈{1,...,N}

|x̂i − xi|p



1/p

.

This type of error is closely related to our definition of the
additive error metric (7). We define

Dp(x̂,x) =

N∑

i=1

|x̂i − xi|p = ‖x̂− x‖pp, (11)

and let x̂p denote the estimate that minimizes the conditional
expectation of Dp(x̂,x), i.e.,

x̂p = argmin
x̂
E[Dp(x̂,x)|r]

= argmin
x̂
E[‖x̂− x‖pp|r]. (12)

Because scalar channels are separable, equation (12) reduces
to a scalar estimation,

x̂p,i = argmin
x̂i

E[|x̂i − xi|p|ri]

= argmin
x̂i

∫
|x̂i − xi|pf(xi|ri)dxi (13)

for i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}, where f(xi|ri) can be calculated using
Bayes’ rule,

f(xi|ri) =
f(ri|xi)f(xi)∫
f(ri|xi)f(xi)dxi

, (14)

| |  Relaxed
BP

  Φ, |  

,
 

 

  , μ 

Vector estimation Scalar estimation

min , |  

Figure 1: The structure of the metric-optimal estimation algorithm.

and f(ri|xi) is obtained from (3). Although x̂p minimizes the
(`p)

p error, rather than the `p-norm error, we call x̂p the `p-
norm minimizer for simplicity. Because it can be shown that

lim
p→∞

‖x̂− x‖p = ‖x̂− x‖∞,

it is reasonable to expect that if we set p to a large value, then
running our `p-norm minimizer (12) will give a solution that
converges to an estimate that minimizes the `∞-norm error.

B. Linear mixing systems
In our previous work [19], we utilized the outputs of

relaxed BP [16], and introduced a general metric-optimal
estimation algorithm that deals with additive error metrics.
(There are different versions of relaxed BP [16, 27, 28]; our
algorithm [19] is based on the one by Rangan [16], specifically
the software package “GAMP” [29].) Figure 1 illustrates the
structure of our metric-optimal algorithm (dashed box). The
algorithm is essentially a scalar estimation process, whereas
relaxed BP decouples the vector estimation problem to scalar
estimation problems.

We first compute the conditional probability density func-
tion fX|Q(x|q) using Bayes’ rule (similar to (14)), where q is
obtained from relaxed BP. Then, given an additive error metric
D(x̂,x), the optimal estimate x̂opt is generated by minimizing
the conditional expectation of the error metric E[D(x̂,x)|q]:

x̂opt = argmin
x̂
E[D(x̂,x)|q]. (15)

In the large system limit, the estimate satisfying (15) is
asymptotically optimal, because it minimizes the conditional
expectation of the error metric. Similar to (12) and (13), the
estimate x̂opt is solved in a component-wise fashion:

x̂opt,i = argmin
x̂i

∫
D(x̂i, xi)f(xi|qi)dxi, (16)

for each xi, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. Finally, the `p-norm minimizer
for linear mixing systems is

x̂′p,i = argmin
x̂i

∫
|x̂i − xi|pf(xi|qi)dxi (17)

for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Recall that the Wiener filter (8) is asymptotically optimal,
but its performance for finite N is not clear. On the other
hand, the `p-norm minimizer is a heuristic for finite N . Let
us compare the two approaches numerically for both parallel
scalar Gaussian channels (2) and linear mixing systems (4, 5).
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Figure 2: The performance of the Wiener filter and the `p1 , `p2 , `p3 -norm minimizers in terms of `∞-norm error in parallel scalar
Gaussian channels. The optimal popt increases as N increases. SNR is 20 dB. Signals involved in Cases 1, 2, and 3 are described
in Section IV-A. (a) p1 = 7, p2 = 13, p3 = 20. (b) p1 = 7, p2 = 13, p3 = 20. (c) p1 = 9, p2 = 12, p3 = 20.
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Figure 3: The performance of the Wiener filter and the `p1
, `p2

, `p3
-norm minimizers in terms of `∞-norm error in linear

mixing systems. The optimal popt increases as N increases. SNR is 20 dB. Signals involved in Cases 1, 2, and 3 are described
in Section IV-A. (a) p1 = 6, p2 = 10, p3 = 15, M/N = 0.3. (b) p1 = 6, p2 = 10, p3 = 15, M/N = 0.4.
(c) p1 = 9, p2 = 12, p3 = 15, M/N = 0.4.

A. Parallel scalar Gaussian channels
We first test for the parallel scalar Gaussian chan-

nels r = x + z (2), where the input signal x is generated by
the following 3 sources,
• Case 1: i.i.d. sparse Gaussian with sparsity rate 0.05, xi ∼

0.05 · N (0, 1) + 0.95 · δ(xi).
• Case 2: i.i.d. sparse Gaussian with sparsity rate 0.1, xi ∼

0.1 · N (0, 1) + 0.9 · δ(xi).
• Case 3: i.i.d. Gaussian mixture, xi ∼ 0.01 · N (0, 2) +

0.03 · N (0, 1) + 0.06 · N (0, 0.5) + 0.9 · δ(xi).
The noise is zi ∼ N (0, σ2

z), where the noise variance σ2
z is

set such that the signal to noise ratio (SNR) satisfies

SNR =
E
[∑N

i=1 x
2
i

]

E
[∑N

i=1 z
2
i

] = 100 = 20 dB.

The Wiener filter is calculated by equation (8). For each
case, we choose 3 values of p (p1, p2, and p3), and obtain
the `p-norm minimizers by equation (12). Figure 2 illustrates
the `∞-norm errors for Cases 1–3. In each subfigure, we

compare the `∞-norm errors achieved by the Wiener filter
(solid line with cross markers) and by the `p-norm error
minimizers, x̂p1

(solid line with pentagram markers), x̂p2

(dashed with inverse triangles), and x̂p3
(dash-dot with cir-

cles). The horizontal axis represents the signal dimension N
varying from 500–20,000, and the vertical axis represents the
mean `∞-norm error. The values shown are averages over
15,000 repeated tests.

It is shown in Figure 2 that the curves corresponding to the
Wiener filter increase more slowly as a function of N than the
curves corresponding to the `p-norm minimizers. Therefore,
we can see that the Wiener filter minimizes the mean `∞-
norm error when N →∞.

At the same time, the `p-norm error minimizers (12) with
different values of p indeed outperform the Wiener filter for
finite N . For each N , there exists an optimal value of p
such that x̂p outperforms all the other estimators; and the
optimal p increases as N increases. An intuitive explanation
is that as N increases, the probability that larger errors occur
also increases, and thus a larger p in (11) is used to suppress



larger outliers.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) correspond to different sparsity rates,

s = 0.05 and 0.1. The figures suggest that the value of popt
for a fixed signal dimension N is related to the sparsity rate
of the input signal x.

B. Linear mixing systems

We perform simulations for linear mixing systems (4, 5)
using the software package “GAMP” [29] and our metric-
optimal algorithm [30]. Our metric-optimal software pack-
age [30] automatically computes equation (16) where the
distortion function (7) is given as the input of the algorithm.

Again, we test for settings where input signals are generated
by the 3 different sources (Cases 1–3 in Section IV-A). The
measurement matrices Φ are i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian and
are normalized to have unit-norm columns. The channels (5)
are AWGN, and the noise variance is set such that the
SNR is 20 dB. The number of measurements M in the
matrices Φ varies as follows: (i) in Case 1, M/N = 0.3;
(ii) in Case 2, M/N = 0.4; and (iii) in Case 3, M/N = 0.4.
(Cases 2 and 3 are more complicated signals, and so more
measurements are necessary for reasonable performance.) As
before, the signal dimension N ranges from 500 to 20, 000.

We run the Wiener filter approach (8), relaxed BP [16,
29], and our `p-norm minimizers (17) with different values
of p. Figure 3 shows results for the 3 cases. It can be seen
from Figure 3 that the Wiener filter outperforms relaxed BP
(dash-dot line with triangle markers) for most N , whereas x̂p’s
outperform the Wiener filter. Moreover, as N increases, popt
increases.

To summarize, the heuristic approach of the `p-norm mini-
mizers complements the asymptotic optimality of the Wiener
filter. On the other hand, it seems unlikely that this heuristic
is truly optimal, and we leave the design of signal estimation
algorithms with optimal `∞-norm error for future work.
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